1. epigone
the cage is full with sound – now
destroy your little lies
straight forward schism rhythm
between your eyes
what you will sell – you name it
you name it for your empires
did you spit fire faithful?
let the animals politicise
for who you should tolerate
re echo lies?
did you know why?
wish your credibility
would not lie
handshaking signals
would not lie
wish your solemn spires
would not lie
closely fisted idolizer
in the straight forward generation high
this one goes out for you bro
for your feeling of self worth
strange coma world decision
against your life
If you could move every mountain
you would do it for your empires
what you will sell – you name it
you name it for your
fucking credibility
should not lie

handshaking signals
should not lie
wish your solemn spires
would not lie
closely fisted idolizer
in the straight forward generation high
I must tolerate liar
see me closer
see me brighter
see my will
see my tolerance
2. 8
hey one globe
one disaccord
heal your core
your silent mind
hey crack-folk
awake your grasp
help your spirit just to unfold
hey one earth one more one less
bleed the world so count me out
i`m running through the sonic wall
my ribcage is a breathing hall
must see and find
what`s going on?
wash my neon hardcore soul
dealing in the astral wall
with tv shit and barbie porn
fuck rough seismic rock n roll

and fuck your bullshit love-songs
must see and find
what`s going on?
recognize the vermilion sky
death dance angels gliding slow
in traditional electrocution shows
kill them all unemotional
must see and find
what`s going on? what`s going on?
ride a pig
to free eight
ride a pig
to free eight
pigs might fly
to free eight
ride a pig
to free eight
who is this forsaker? who is this negator?
whitout any compromise!
who is this wiseacre? who is this creature?
whitout any insight
kill them all unemotional
must see and find
what`s going on? what`s going on?
3. alpha

fiasko

rain dance chords loud and straight
into the big beat syndicate
forward with the bulletproof destroyer plans
come down black water

circulate into this cloudless synergy
into the glorious non-violent masquerade
rain dance chords loud and straight
you should know we need you
to build a wave
the world is on fire
and the sunlight is a broken hearted irony
under the waterfall
come on push off the light
you only see what you want to see tell me
what`s so bitter? just viewless to understand
you fucker can`t get blood from a stone
you`ll see the golden leaves
falling slowly from the rising trees falling
slow down, down
`cause freedom is nothing more than a
overdosed dream
now drift away in your honesty
you know by yourself
it can`t go on like that
whats your point in doing that? tell my what is
wrong `cause right is
nothing more than a bleeding wall
you should open your romantic eyes
and bang your confidence down
`cause freedom is nothing more
than a overdosed dream
in your honesty
you know by yourself
it can`t go on like that

tell me why you are here? why you should live?
speak
this is our liberation
fuck your technology
and nameless hype machines
cause this misery and steady flow of
prophecies
will not change the indifference
cause they can`t hear you
can`t feel you
4. 1

2 3 part 1

just say with me
123
no one
fucking no one is 4
the eternity
show the transatlantic children
how the weapons operate
how they find a faint
how they have to shame
watch the silver wisdom in rotation
this is the sound of our machinery
the sound of our living
welcome blackout
just say with me
123
no one
fucking no one is 4
the eternity

show the european children
how the weapons operate
how they find a faint
how they have to shame
watch the silver wisdom in rotation
this is the sound of our machinery
the sound of our living
welcome blackout
why we should believe in the stars
when we live inside
we are like a mainstream melody
kind of faceless
can`t speak
about the reality
what`s going on with all your hearts? it hurts
so much
6. broker
fuck
i don`t need to change
my old confidence
will not arrange my quietness
this is how i will be and suck
i don`t need to give
more from my instinct
this is how i am to be the one
till the end of my time push
me sadly to new arrival
leaving my drowning out of sight and i
let go

my eyes in stimulation
scroll worldwide
spin around
i see a man in exposure
running through my fingers
sophism loader
watch the grand mass education
leaving me drowning in a waterworks ocean
will find myself between joy and hate
drag me in a quiet massacre
i see a man in exposure
running through my old finger`s
sophism loader
your cycle
rolling in absence of your lies
like a rote model
suck i don`t need to give
more from my instinct
this is how i`am to be
the one till the end of my time
i don`t need to change my old confidence
will not arrange my quietness
this is how i will be
i see a man in exposure
running through my old fingers
sophism loader
makes me strong to see you die
7. the

loyal

you come trough

and you run
in the south of overkill
ticking bomb
glowy handling
for the loyal here in comfort
see closer
to the bright life
here i’m valium for that i pray
some tears
people stick at nothing
for your life
the stuff for a fool
body full
swinging on back dear consequence
back in your womb
you don’t have to feel
the chosen one
ruler crown the right to say here it is
in what we have to flow
this is a dystocia
i still give shield
i’m just a sufferer here
perished and disposed to go
heal me to flow
heal me
how long? if this is our only way
i believe in you
to stay by the love and
nearing old faints
i feel everyone is here

and we should just compromise
before we see every stumble clear
the consequences of our animus
the vengeance in silence
the vengeance dub silence
the vengeance in silence
the vengeance dub silence
8. god’s

heir

everything
every detail
would you want the same once again? the same
thoughts? the same memories inside
the same mind
one incident
ex veneration
it is hate
pure rage
caused by our sick showdown esteem
and their all helpless living
they spread all over
so intelligent they present
too confusing for everyone
like a perished non-numeric stranger here
stroked by my hope
they withstand the fire
they withstand all liars
they withdraw from real equality and suffering
as long as they aren`t missing
anything

so long they will keep free
free from
thoughts and relevance
they drown in the broken acceptance
moral and ethics are
passing into hate
they hold into
they hold into
the affluence
they spread all over
so intelligent they present
with no use for everyone
like a perished non-numeric stranger here
stroked by my hope
they withstand the fire
they withstand all liars
they withdraw from real equality and suffering

they push their
anger and uniqueness away
they swim up
into the fire
thinking
rising up to sainthood
drowning deeply
9. seceder
if the head is your only soul
and the treatment seems forlorn
all off your wishes have resigned
it is ‘cause something you miss all the time
something like a new contrast
a bigger and a wider lifeline
say if freedom would be warranted
and sentiments co-included
statements moved
the moralistic uniform white washed
would you feel better
say would you feel more clever?
and would you feel different?
to beat again your iron wings
and if you like to see me close
with all my muscles and grand mentions
heave me in you
you`re searching and you`re thinking more
and more
but you catch just another reason
to separate

thats how you live
now help me understand your ignorance
silent broken envy air
drown in your purple shroud of mist
beating me down
all we are seceders
should we overcome? it feels like a punishment
like my mind speechless in your hands
without any fortune
thats why i’ve learned to shame
my question list is nonfinite
oh in times like these which everyone
drown in self obeisance away
yes i don’t care
about fanatics and their restless discontent
never mind
just give a fuck until the sun turns black again
now help me understand your ignorance
silent broken envy air
drown in your purple shroud of mist
beating me so down
all we are seceders
sure we overcome
if the head is your only soul
and the treatment seems forlorn
all of your wishes have resigned
all of your wishes deaf-blind

10. armada

insanity

suck my eyes
until i die
i`m broken by everyone
to punish is a sign
the sea will revive
here is my body to destroy
i breathe the speed of a plain truth
you dreamers in a holy choir
switching off your reason
the pragmatic veracity
i want to see your diligence
the motor of hope
hope couldn’t heal your fear
modernize
to your left and to your right
buildings aloft tideless reckless and overdosed
it`s everything for a higher aim
the derangement of extremists
all these illusions and flood of words
all these chances!
it is something crushing fade in delusion
disembodied far away reality
no difference at the border lines
no compromise to define
the authentic searching for
more virtue and more wisdom
authentic fragmentation of
your feelings in a parade
and hidden in uniqueness and

individualism
just pray to your heaven
call him
prevenient
wide eyed
it is something crushing fade in delusion
disembodied reality your faithful mistress
the evocation one rain of blood
so suspicious
so frenetic
so enormous
so it seems to me while all unbroken
stir it up
pit-faces on the hollow way
whispering pointing
slander will never
change your swing gun-child
understand
11. trigger

architect

only the mind knows
what will happen when we belong
only the mind knows
what will happen when we feel strong
wide eyed for the drive
the bizarre eight spectrum light
close your eyes clear thinking
sweeping mindless times
cultivation here
and now

abstract violence pride
circulation of an individual thinker in
demoralization
fuck this is not just any clever noiseless
stowaway bullshit
this is worlds finest future implantation nation
shock
wherever and whenever they want us to
humiliate
shoot them
shoot them
shoot
only the mind knows
ignorant desire
only the mind knows
the force of habit only the mtind knows
understandably trimmed
in the doomsayer incorporeal way
wide eyed for the drive
soulless out of structure
precious mind well behind
stereo exit runner
willfulness to generalize
wide eyed for the drive
centralize the inner fire
dogmatic circus liars
wide eyed for the drive
centralize the inner fire
wide eyed for the drive
centralize the inner fire

centralize
drown in your promise
sick in your shroud
up wind gliding
claim your state in f lames
till you will die
fuck this is not just any clever noiseless
stowaway bullshit
this is worlds finest future implantation nation
shock
wherever and whenever they want us to
humiliate
shoot them
shoot them
shoot
it is a tragic obtuseness
that i can`t change and i know of it
i know of it
i`m a undignified
disbeliever
believe in sickness and disappointment
disembodied from your
neurotic panic visions
overpower
i`m over this
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